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OF 
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Q: PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND DESCRIBE YOUR PROFESSIONAL 1 

TRAINING AND BACKGROUND. 2 

A: My name is Hyde M. Merrill.  I have a doctorate in electrical engineering from MIT.  I 3 

have been an independent consulting engineer since 1998.  For the preceding 18 years, I worked 4 

as a consultant at Power Technologies, Inc., doing power system planning studies and 5 

developing tools for power system planning and operation.  I worked for American Electric 6 

Power Service Corporation for seven years after graduating from college.  I have been an adjunct 7 

professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and a visiting assistant professor at MIT.  I was 8 

elected a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for “contributions 9 

to decision analysis considering conflicting objectives and risk in electric power systems.”  I 10 

have published approximately 80 technical papers and book chapters, including roughly two 11 

dozen on strategic planning in electric power.  My curriculum vita is Exhibit HMM-1. 12 

Q: HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED TESTIMONY AS AN EXPERT 13 

WITNESS OR PROVIDED EXPERT CONSULTING SERVICES? 14 

A: Yes, I have testified before the Michigan Public Service Commission and before the 15 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).  In front of the FERC, I identified significant 16 

deficiencies in the planning procedures of an independent system operator.  The FERC agreed 17 

and granted the relief sought.  I have advised government agencies, including the World Bank, 18 

the Inter-American Development Bank, the US Congress Office of Technology Assessment, the 19 
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New York State Energy R&D Authority, and the public utilities commissions of New York, 1 

Quebec, Panama, Venezuela, Tasmania, and Peru.  I have also advised utilities, R&D 2 

organizations, and others on power system planning and operation.  I have worked in nearly 40 3 

countries.  This present assignment is the first time I have advised or provided testimony on 4 

behalf of an environmental conservation group.   5 

Q: WHAT TOPICS DO YOU PROPOSE TO ADDRESS IN YOUR TESTIMONY, 6 

DR. MERRILL? 7 

A: Counsel for the Piedmont Environmental Council asked me to evaluate: (1) the Prepared 8 

Testimony of various witnesses who appear before the Virginia State Corporation Commission 9 

on behalf of Dominion-Virginia Power Company (DVP or Dominion) and Trans-Allegheny 10 

Interstate Line Company (TrAILCo, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Allegheny Energy) 11 

(Applicants), and (2) studies and reports performed by those witnesses and by PJM 12 

Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM), the regional power system operating and transmission planning 13 

organization, with respect to the proposed Prexy-502 Junction-Mt. Storm-Meadow Brook-14 

Loudoun 500-kV line (Loudoun line).  I focus on the propositions set forth in those testimonies 15 

and the consistency of those propositions with engineering analysis and evidence.  The present 16 

application is for a segment of the Loudoun line within Virginia.   17 

Q: WHAT IS YOUR OVERALL CONCLUSION? 18 

A: The Commission should deny approval and certification of the Loudoun line.   19 

Q: WHY? 20 

A: Planning studies by Applicants and PJM used unrealistic assumptions and unreliable data.  21 

The studies led to key conclusions that PJM has since repudiated and to other conclusions that 22 

are also incorrect.  The studies ignored lower cost and more electrically robust alternatives that 23 
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would cause much less environmental damage.  Approving this line will lead to increasing 1 

reliance by the East Coast on remote coal-fired power plants with continuing or increasing 2 

transmission congestion, transmission losses, risk of cascading blackouts and environmental 3 

damage.  It will harm the ratepayers. 4 

Q: HOW DO YOU PROPOSE TO SUPPORT THIS CONCLUSION? 5 

A: I propose to do so by addressing the following six questions.  Each has to do with 6 

statutory criteria in Va. Code §56-46.1, except as otherwise noted.   7 

1. In regard to §56-265.2 (adverse effects on rates), is the Loudoun line economically 8 

justified and will it provide direct economic benefit to the ratepayers who will pay for the 9 

line?  As explained below, the answer is:  no.   10 

2. Is the line needed to ensure reliable electric service in Northern Virginia?  As explained 11 

below, the answer is:  no.   12 

3. Is the line needed to ensure reliable electric service regionally?  As explained below, the 13 

answer is:  no.   14 

4. In regard to §56-265.2 (effects on reliability, environmental impact, and rates) as well as 15 

§56-46.1, do the transmission planning procedures of DVP, Allegheny, and PJM use 16 

industry-standard methods based on reliable data and assumptions, and are they properly 17 

focused and likely to yield optimal results?  As explained below, the answer is:  no.   18 

5. If a proposed Amos-Bedington-Kemptown 765-kV line is built, then will the Loudoun 19 

line become redundant?  As explained below, the answer is:  yes.     20 

6. In regard to §56-265.2 (effects on reliability, environmental impact, and rates) as well as 21 

§56-46.1, will the construction of major new east-west transmission, beginning with the 22 
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Loudoun line, lead to an optimal, balanced, and robust regional power system?  As 1 

explained below, the answer is:  no.   2 

Q: REGARDING YOUR QUESTION 1, WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF 3 

THE APPLICANTS’ TESTIMONY ON RATEPAYER ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF THE 4 

LOUDOUN LINE? 5 

A: DVP witness Stephen R. Herling says on p. 19, “Initial analyses indicate that the 502 6 

Junction-Loudoun line may reduce system generation production cost by over $140 million per 7 

year and gross payments by load customers by over $600 million per year.”  His numbers are 8 

consistent with, and I assume are based on, the year 2010 results of the PJM Transmission 9 

Expansion Advisory Committee (TEAC) analysis in Figure 1. 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

Mr. Herling explains that “Total System Generation Revenues [called ‘Change in Generation 18 

Revenue’ in Figure 1] represents the change in payments made to generators.”  Exhibit HMM-2.   19 

Figure 1 
 Economic Effects of Loudoun (“502 Junction”) Line 

[Source:  PJM TEAC, “Market Efficiency Analysis 
Preliminary Results” (Feb. 21, 2007)] 
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Q: DO YOU AGREE THAT THE LOUDOUN LINE IS ECONOMICALLY 1 

JUSTIFIED? 2 

A: No.  PJM’s own analysis showed that the line’s cost would be greater than its benefit.  3 

Figure 1 shows that the line’s economic benefit ⎯ a reduction in production cost — would be 4 

$140.4 million in the 2010 test year.  The annualized cost of the line would be about $200 5 

million per year.   6 

Q:  WHY DO YOU SAY THAT THE LINE’S ECONOMIC BENEFITS ARE THE 7 

REDUCTION IN GENERATION PRODUCTION COSTS?  8 

A: PJM asserts that sometimes there is congestion on west-to-east transmission paths.  9 

Operators respond to this congestion mainly by redispatching generation.  Redispatch has higher 10 

generator operating costs (mainly fuel) than the optimal dispatch that would be possible if there 11 

were no congestion.  Building a new line may reduce congestion and hence may reduce 12 

generator operating costs. 13 

 It is true that changes in congestion may also affect real-time prices, payments by 14 

ratepayers, and generator revenues.  But these only have to do with payments among the parties 15 

within the market.  As Figure 1 shows, and as I will now discuss, these are only tangentially 16 

related to the actual cost of producing power. 17 

 There is an important difference between costs and prices.  In PJM, the prices that 18 

generators bid ― which in theory are the derivatives (in the calculus sense) of the generators’ 19 

production costs ― determine generator revenues and prices paid by consumers.  Generators’ 20 

production costs ― themselves (not their derivatives) ― are not included in the market 21 

settlement.  Figure 1 captures the effects of the Loudoun line on prices (which determine load 22 

payments and congestion costs) and on generation production costs. 23 
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Q: DO YOU AGREE THAT THE LOUDOUN LINE WILL CAUSE RATEPAYER 1 

COSTS TO GO DOWN? 2 

A: No.  As shown in Figure 1, construction of the Loudoun line will cause net PJM ratepayer 3 

costs to increase by $168,800,000 in PJM’s 2010 test year.  4 

 Mr. Herling explained in response to Piedmont’s discovery that “Since all congestion 5 

charges are rebated back to load customers in the form of FTR revenues[,] then the change in 6 

system generator revenues provides an estimate of the change in net payments made by total 7 

PJM system load [ratepayers] . . .”  Exhibit HMM-3.  The conclusion is clear:  Mr. Herling must 8 

agree that net ratepayer costs will go up in the 2010 test year if the Loudoun line is built.  Figure 9 

1 shows that the increase would be $168.8 million.   10 

Q: ARE THERE OTHER SCENARIOS IN WHICH RATEPAYER COSTS GO 11 

DOWN? 12 

A: Yes.  Mr. Herling advances one 30-year projection that shows Generation Revenues 13 

(ratepayer costs) increasing for several years because of the Loudoun line.  But after some years, 14 

Mr. Herling claims that there is a turnaround, with benefits to the ratepayer of the Loudoun line 15 

rising to more than $2 billion per year in the 28th, 29th, and 30th years.  See Exhibit HMM-3. 16 

Q: IS THIS 30-YEAR PROJECTION REALISTIC? 17 

A: The 30-year projection is the average of three future generation scenarios that PJM 18 

studied.  To my knowledge, no one has demonstrated or even claimed that the three scenarios are 19 

equally probable, so averaging them has no theoretical basis in statistics or probability.  20 

Furthermore, the first 10 years are interpolations based on simulations of years 1 (2007), 4 21 

(2010), 7 (2013), and 10 (2016).  The last 20 years are pure straight-line extrapolations of the 22 
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first ten, “validated” with simulation data from year 15 (2021).  A 20-year extrapolation based on 1 

such a meager underlying analysis is highly speculative and unreliable. 2 

 One scenario is arguably the most likely of the three because it embodies the most 3 

balanced generation expansion pattern.  In this scenario, ratepayers will pay much more over the 4 

30 years if the Loudoun line is built. 5 

Q: DR. MERRILL, CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHY YOU AND MR. HERLING DRAW 6 

OPPOSITE CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SAME TABLE? 7 

A: I believe the explanation lies in Mr. Herling’s use of the word “gross” as opposed to 8 

“net”.  Mr. Herling says that in the 2010 PJM test year the Loudoun line would make ratepayers’ 9 

“gross” costs go down.  But it is the “net” cost that ratepayers see and pay.  These will go up if 10 

the Loudoun line is built.  See Figure 2, which I discuss next and which is based on Figure 1.  11 

Q: CAN YOU EXPLAIN HOW “GROSS” AND “NET” COSTS ARE RELATED? 12 

A: Yes.  To best understand this explanation, it may be helpful to remember: 13 

• “Net” costs are what the ratepayer sees and pays. 14 

• “Gross” costs and “congestion” costs or “FTR rebates” are only bookkeeping entries. 15 

With that clarification, let us turn to the year 2010 “Change in Generation Revenue” column in 16 

Figure 1.   17 

 “Net” costs to the 18 

ratepayer are mathematically 19 

the difference between two PJM 20 

bookkeeping entries in Figure 1, 21 

as shown in Figure 2. 22 

Figure 2 
The Loudoun line will make net customer costs increase 

(2010 PJM test year) 
 

621,200,000$  Decrease in gross ratepayer payments
790,100,000    Decrease in FTR rebates to ratepayers
168,900,000    Net increase in rate payer costs
168,800,000$ Corrected, probably rounding error
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 Specifically, as shown in Figure 2 the Loudoun line will reduce “gross payments by load 1 

customers by over $600 million per year” ⎯ actually by $621.2 million.  One might conclude 2 

that the Loudoun line will save the ratepayers this large sum.  But as Mr. Herling clarified in 3 

response to Discovery, as quoted above, the “congestion charges are rebated back to load 4 

customers in the form of FTR revenues.”  Exhibit HMM-3.  Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that the 5 

Loudoun line will cause these FTR ratepayers' rebates to decrease even more than the gross 6 

payments decrease.  Therefore, the ratepayers’ net payments will go up if the line is built. 7 

Q: WHY DOES PJM MOVE MONEY FROM ONE POCKET TO ANOTHER IN 8 

THIS WAY?   9 

A: The effect of PJM’s real-time pricing mechanism is to raise prices ⎯ dramatically ⎯ 10 

when congestion occurs.  This is intended to send a price signal to encourage more generation 11 

and demand side savings in congested areas.  However, to protect ratepayers from huge price 12 

increases due to congestion, PJM created a hedging mechanism.  PJM captures a portion of the 13 

congestion-related price increase, which it calls “Congestion Costs.”  PJM then rebates these 14 

increased costs to the ratepayers through the FTR mechanism as Mr. Herling described.  See 15 

Exhibit HMM-3.  These are bookkeeping procedures carried out within the market accounting 16 

and billing system. 17 

Q: DO YOU MEAN TO SAY THAT “CONGESTION COSTS” ARE SIMPLY A 18 

BOOKKEEPING ENTRY? 19 

A: Yes.  When Mr. Herling and others refer to congestion costs of $1.2 billion in a single 20 

year, for example, they are referring to ratepayer rebates, not to costs paid by ratepayers.   21 
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Q: THANK YOU, DR. MERRILL.  PLEASE SUM UP WHAT YOU HAVE SAID 1 

ABOUT FIGURE 1. 2 

A: The first conclusion I draw from Figure 1 is that the Loudoun line will make actual net 3 

ratepayer payments increase by $168,800,000 per year, and the generators will get all of this as 4 

increased income. 5 

Q: DO YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER OBSERVATIONS TO MAKE CONCERNING 6 

FIGURE 1? 7 

A: Yes, I have two further observations.   8 

 First, the table does not take into account the annualized cost of the Loudoun line itself, a 9 

sort of mortgage payment estimated by PJM to be about $200,000,000 per year for the lifetime of 10 

the line.  The ratepayers will pay this amount too, in addition to the $168,800,000 per year in 11 

increased payments to generators.  This means that the true cost to the ratepayers, if the Loudoun 12 

line is built, will be the increase in the net payment ($168,800,000 per year) (Figure 2) plus the 13 

$200,000,000 per year cost of the Loudoun line, for a total of $368,800,000 in increased 14 

payments per year, as shown in Figure 3.  15 

 Let me put this in context.  16 

J. Craig Baker, a Senior Vice 17 

President of American Electric 18 

Power (AEP), wrote a very strong 19 

letter to the PJM Board on 20 

October 15, 2007.  Exhibit HMM-21 

4.  He vigorously attacked a PJM decision that would cost the ratepayers $31 million per year.  22 

The Loudoun line will cost the PJM ratepayers twelve times this amount.   23 

Figure 3 
The Loudoun line will make total customer costs increase 

(2010 PJM test year) 
 

621,200,000$  Decrease in gross ratepayer payments
790,100,000    Decrease in FTR rebates to ratepayers
168,900,000    Net increase in rate payer costs
168,800,000$ Corrected, probably rounding error
200,000,000    Annualized cost of the line itself
368,800,000$  Total increase in ratepayer costs
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Q: IS THIS RATEPAYER COST INCREASE A TOTAL THAT IS SHARED OVER 1 

ALL OF PJM? 2 

A: Yes, though not necessarily equally. 3 

Q: DOES PJM CLAIM THAT RATEPAYER COSTS IN VIRGINIA WILL GO 4 

DOWN IF THE LOUDOUN LINE IS BUILT? 5 

A: A table that appears in several PJM working reports can be so interpreted, but this 6 

interpretation would be incorrect.  The table refers to gross ratepayer costs, not net ratepayer 7 

costs.  It does not reflect ratepayer rebates through the FTR mechanism.     8 

Q: WHAT IS YOUR SECOND FURTHER OBSERVATION, DR. MERRILL? 9 

A: The PJM study that produced Figure 1 concluded that the Loudoun line would reduce 10 

congestion and, as a result, would reduce generation production costs (mainly fuel) by 11 

$140,400,000 per year.  Exhibit HMM-2.  I explained and showed earlier that the effect of the 12 

Loudoun line on the net amount paid by the customers equals the effect on generator revenues:  13 

both increase by $168,800,000.  Aside 14 

from this amount, the generators will 15 

retain the $140,400,000 in production 16 

cost savings, as shown in Figure 4.   17 

In sum, the Loudoun line will increase generator profits by $309,200,000.  18 

Q: PLEASE RECAPITULATE THE EFFECT OF THE LOUDOUN LINE ON 19 

RATEPAYERS AND GENERATORS. 20 

A: According to PJM’s numbers in Figure 3 the Loudoun line ⎯ a single project ⎯ will 21 

enrich generators by $309,200,000 per year and will cause ratepayers as a whole throughout PJM 22 

Figure 4 
The Loudoun line will make generator income 

increase (2010 PJM test year) 
 

168,800,000$  Increase in revenue
140,400,000    Decrease in production (fuel) cost
309,200,000$  Net increase in generator income
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to pay $368,800,000 per year more for their electricity than would be the case without the 1 

Loudoun line. 2 

Q: REGARDING YOUR QUESTION 2, WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF 3 

THE APPLICANTS’ TESTIMONY ON WHETHER THE LOUDOUN LINE IS NEEDED 4 

BECAUSE OF LOAD GROWTH IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA? 5 

A: Mr. John D. Smatlak, on pp. 2 and 3 of his direct testimony on behalf of DVP, says: “As 6 

the testimony of several of our witnesses shows, there is a critical need for this line to maintain 7 

reliability of service in northern Virginia. . . . [T]he proposed project will need to be in operation 8 

by summer of 2011.  The rapid growth, and the consequent increased demand for electricity in 9 

northern Virginia, is widely recognized, and the Company must act now to meet the needs of this 10 

vital region.  Reliable service to hundreds of thousands of our customers is at stake in this 11 

proceeding.”   12 

 In a set of Questions and Answers sent in response to letters to its Directors and provided 13 

to Piedmont in discovery, DVP asked rhetorically, “Who will get the energy flowing through the 14 

power line?” and answered that, “This energy is needed for the homes, hospitals, schools and 15 

businesses of Northern Virginia.”  Exhibit HMM-5.  In another set of Questions and Answers, 16 

DVP said “To meet the growing demand for reliable electricity in Northern Virginia, Dominion 17 

Virginia Power and Allegheny have proposed . . . to build [the Loudoun line].”  Exhibit HMM-6. 18 
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 DVP has also claimed repeatedly that the US Department of Energy has identified 1 

Northern Virginia as a critical congestion area.  Figure 5 is an example.   The source for Figure 5 2 

is Exhibit HMM-7. 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

Q: DO YOU AGREE THAT THE LOUDOUN LINE IS NEEDED BECAUSE OF 12 

LOAD GROWTH IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA? 13 

A: No.  DVP projects that the summer peak load in Northern Virginia will grow from 6,368 14 

MW in 2006 to 6,833 MW in 2011 – an increase of 465 MW.  It is illogical to claim that a line 15 

capable of delivering 3,000 MW is needed to supply 465 MW of new load. 16 

 Equally illogical is the claim of KEMA, Inc., in a report sponsored by DVP witness P. 17 

Jeffrey Palermo, that Northern Virginia load would have to be reduced by 3,000 MW in 2011, 18 

using demand-side management, in order to avoid having to build the Loudoun line.  KEMA 19 

does not explain why a Northern Virginia load increase of 465 MW must be offset by trimming 20 

3,000 MW from Northern Virginia load.  21 

Figure 5 
Dominion claims that the DOE has identified Northern Virginia 

as a “Critical Congestion Area” 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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Q: WHAT ABOUT DVP’S CONTENTION THAT THE DOE HAS DESIGNATED 1 

NORTHERN VIRGINIA AS ONE OF THE COUNTRY’S TWO CRITICAL 2 

CONGESTION AREAS? 3 

A: DVP quotes the DOE out of context.  The DOE’s two critical congestion areas are 4 

Southern California and the Mid-Atlantic coastal area from north of New York City to Northern 5 

Virginia.   6 

 With regard to the latter, the DOE’s August 2006 National Electric Transmission 7 

Congestion Study states at page 41: “[M]ajor transmission upgrades will be needed in parts of 8 

Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, and perhaps Ohio to 9 

enable delivery of enough Midwestern generation to the Mid-Atlantic area to meet that area’s 10 

growing reliability and economic needs.  This area requires billions of dollars of investment in 11 

new transmission, generation, and demand-side resources over the next decade . . .”  DOE’s 12 

billions of dollars are for transmission, generation and demand-side resources -- not just 13 

transmission.  Moreover, the billions of dollars are not confined to Northern Virginia. 14 

Q: TO WHAT AREAS WAS THE DOE REFERRING? 15 

A: The DOE study lists on pp. 41-42 specific areas where “congestion problems are 16 

worsening.”  The complete list in DOE’s words is: 17 

Southeastern New York 
As a whole, New York state 
New Jersey 
The Delaware River Path [a conduit from 
Wilmington and Philadelphia to upper New 
Jersey] 

Transmission constraints in the Allegheny 
Mountains 
Retirements of generation [no area is specified] 
The Delmarva Peninsula 
The Baltimore-Washington, DC area 

Northern Virginia is not separately listed.  It is not a significant focus of the report.  DVP is 18 

wrong when it attempts to apply to Northern Virginia something that the DOE said about a much 19 

larger region and not about Northern Virginia. 20 
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Q: HAS PJM SPECIFIED WHERE THE CAPACITY OF THE LOUDOUN LINE IS 1 

NEEDED, IF AT ALL? 2 

A: Yes.  DVP witnesses point to the PJM “Regional Transmission Expansion Plan” (RTEP) 3 

report dated February 27, 2007, which is sometimes referred to as “the 2007 RTEP.” Exhibit 4 

HMM-8.  The RTEP concedes that the Loudoun line will serve needs in Pennsylvania, Delaware, 5 

Maryland, the District of Columbia, and possibly other load centers, in addition to Northern 6 

Virginia.   7 

 Northern Virginia demand is only 19% of the load and increase in load that, according to 8 

PJM, the Loudoun line would serve.  See Figure 6. 9 

 Northern Virginia’s share of the regional load is even less than what Figure 6 shows.  10 

That exhibit excludes Allegheny Power customers in Northern Maryland who are served from 11 

the Doubs and Bedington substations and who would be served in part by the Loudoun line, 12 

according to PJM.  The KEMA report indicates that the demand of the Allegheny Power 13 

customers in Northern Maryland might amount to about 2,200 MW.  Using KEMA's numbers , 14 

Northern Virginia demand falls to 18% of the load to be served by the Loudoun line. 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

Figure 6 
Northern Virginia accounts for a small fraction of the demand 

(in megawatts, MW) that the Loudoun line is supposed to help serve. 
 

2006 2011 Forecast Increase
Northern Virginia 6,368    6,833               465        
PECO Energy Co. - PA 8,337    8,904               567        
Delmarva Power & Light - DE, MD 3,994    4,403               409        
Baltimore Gas & Electric - MD 7,212    7,703               491        
PEPCO Holdings - DC 6,953    7,474               521        

Totals 32,864  35,317             2,453     
Sources:
  Northern Virginia:  Dominion filing, Attachment I.B.3
  All others:  RTEP report  
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Q: WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF DOMINION’S VIEW ON HOW 1 

PROJECTED LOAD GROWTH IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA COMPARES TO LOAD 2 

GROWTH ELSEWHERE IN PJM? 3 

A:  In a March 15, 2007, presentation to the Loudoun County Economic Development 4 

Commission, DVP claimed that “The highest growth rate [in PJM] during [the next ten years] is 5 

expected to be in . . . Dominion.”  On April 25, 2007, DVP’s President, Paul D. Koonce, 6 

appeared before the US House of Representatives Subcommittee on Domestic Policy.  He 7 

testified: “More load growth is expected to occur in our load area in the next five years than in 8 

any other PJM region.”  Exhibit HMM-9. 9 

Q: WERE THESE REPRESENTATIONS ACCURATE, DR. MERRILL? 10 

A: No.  Indeed, PJM has apparently rejected them.  Figure 7 shows PJM’s forecast for PJM 11 

as a whole (labeled PJM RTO) and for its various member companies.   It shows DVP’s load 12 

growing over the next ten years at an annual rate of 1.9%.  This is plainly not the highest growth 13 

rate in PJM.  It is less than the 2.3% per year for Jersey Central Power and Light, 2% per year for 14 

Delmarva Power and Light, and 2.4% per year for Commonwealth Edison – each of which is 15 

within PJM.  Exhibit HMM-8. 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

Figure 7 
Projected Regional Load Growth in PJM 
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 Furthermore, load growth in the District of Columbia and Maryland suburbs, including 1 

Baltimore, is projected to be 1.3% and 1.1% per year, respectively.  If we average these load 2 

growths with DVP’s, the projected load growth of the region most immediately served by the 3 

Loudoun line is close to PJM’s average of 1.6% per year.  4 

Q: DOES DOMINION SAY THE LOUDOUN LINE IS NEEDED TO PRESERVE 5 

RELIABILITY IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA? 6 

A: Yes, it does.  John D. Smatlak, on p. 2 of his direct testimony concludes that, “there is a 7 

critical need for this line to maintain reliability of service in northern Virginia.”   Similarly DVP 8 

witness James R. Bailey at p. 4 of his direct testimony cites the 2003 Northeast Blackout, 9 

warning about the significant impact that a transmission event can have.  DVP also published 10 

statements to the effect that “The grid conditions that existed in Northeastern Ohio prior to the 11 

[2003] Northeast Blackout will exist in Northern Virginia in 2011, unless something is done.”  12 

Exhibit HMM-10.  DVP confirmed that by “unless something is done,” DVP means, “unless the 13 

Loudoun line is built.”  Exhibit HMM-11. 14 

Q: DO YOU AGREE WITH THESE CLAIMS, DR. MERRILL? 15 

A: No.  Even during peak hours, DVP’s generation dispatched exceeds its load through 16 

2012, according to PJM data.  See Exhibit HMM-12.  DVP is a net exporter. 17 

 Moreover, the Applicants’ studies are seriously flawed because their data dramatically 18 

underestimate new generation in eastern PJM.  In PJM’s study databases only 19.8 MW of new 19 

generation are added between 2007 and 2011 in Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and the District of 20 

Columbia, according to PJM response to Discovery.  None of this is in Virginia.  Exhibit HMM-21 

13.  PJM later amended this discovery response, claiming, inter alia, that a new 640 MW 22 

generation project in Maryland was modeled in 2011 and 2012 studies.  Exhibit HMM-14.  But 23 
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an examination of three PJM load flow databases for 2011 and one for 2012 shows that, yes, the 1 

project is in the databases, but it is represented as turned off – not producing any power.  The 2 

project is under construction as of 2007, with a 2009 in-service date.  It should be modeled as 3 

producing power in 2011.   4 

 To assume only 19.8 MW of new generation in the area referred to, and none in Virginia, 5 

is unrealistic.  If one makes more reasonable estimates of future generation additions, then DVP 6 

can continue to be a net exporter beyond 2012.   7 

 Under these conditions, the existing five 500-kV lines entering DVP’s service territory 8 

are sufficient to make up for any generation contingency within DVP.  That would cease to be 9 

the case only if those existing lines were heavily loaded with power flowing through DVP to 10 

supply loads that are not in Northern Virginia but rather to the east and north, in the District of 11 

Columbia, Maryland, Delaware, and Pennsylvania.  Any reliability problem that may exist, then, 12 

is a regional problem, and not a problem either of DVP or Northern Virginia. 13 

Q: WILL NORTHERN VIRGINIA BECOME VULNERABLE TO A 2003-STYLE 14 

BLACKOUT IF THE LOUDOUN LINE IS NOT BUILT? 15 

A: No.  DVP’s repeated invocation of the 2003 blackout is a baseless and irresponsible scare 16 

tactic.   17 

Q: HOW IS THAT, DR. MERRILL? 18 

A: In discovery, Piedmont asked DVP to identify those transmission deficiencies that caused 19 

the 2003 Northeast Blackout, which will obtain in Northern Virginia in 2011, if the Loudoun line 20 

is not built.  DVP declined to do so.  Exhibit HMM-11.   21 
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 In fact, a cabinet-level bi-national commission determined that operating errors, not 1 

deficiencies in the regional transmission system, caused the 2003 Northeast Blackout.  Exhibit 2 

HMM-15.  Piedmont asked if Applicants agreed with the conclusions of this commission.  PJM 3 

and TrAILCo answered that they “do not take a position on these conclusions” regarding North 4 

America’s largest blackout to date, one that spanned their systems on the watch of their current 5 

technical and institutional leaders.  Exhibit HMM-16.  DVP also declined to agree or disagree 6 

with the commission’s conclusions.  Exhibit HMM-17.   7 

 It is noteworthy that the Applicants disclaim understanding what caused the last major 8 

blackout and then in the testimony of DVP witness Edward V. Badolato describe in detail the 9 

next one. 10 

Q: TURNING TO YOUR QUESTION 3, WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF 11 

THE APPLICANTS’ TESTIMONY ON WHETHER THE LOUDOUN LINE IS NEEDED 12 

REGIONALLY FOR RELIABILITY? 13 

A: The Applicants' advance reliability concerns under certain contingencies that could be 14 

characterized as regional: 15 

1. The Mt. Storm-Doubs and Pruntytown-Mt. Storm 500-kV lines may overload in 2011 16 

and 2014, respectively;  17 

2. Low voltage may occur near the Meadow Brook substation in 2011;  18 

3. Some lower voltage lines and transformers in western Virginia may overload; and 19 

4. In 2016, many lines in eastern PJM could overload and voltage problems could occur 20 

throughout eastern PJM.   21 
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Q: PLEASE DISCUSS THE POTENTIAL OVERLOADS ON THE PRUNTYTOWN-1 

MT. STORM-DOUBS LINES. 2 

A: Certainly.  The DVP/Allegheny/PJM projection of overloads on the Pruntytown-Mt. 3 

Storm-Doubs 500-kV lines is not supportable.  These overloads show up in computer models as 4 

a direct result of an unrealistic and unreasonable assumption. 5 

Q: WHAT IS THAT ASSUMPTION? 6 

A: The assumption is that almost no new generation will be built in eastern PJM and that 7 

projected retirements will occur.  PJM databases used for all reliability studies assume, for 8 

instance, that only 19.8 MW of new generation will be added in Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, 9 

and the District of Columbia between now and 2012 and only 664 MW more by 2016.  Exhibit 10 

HMM-13.  In contrast, the same databases assume that thousands of MW of new coal-fired 11 

generation will be built in western PJM. 12 

 With modest demand growth, but with essentially no new generation in eastern PJM in 13 

the next ten years, of course imports from western PJM into eastern PJM would grow.  Of 14 

necessity the computer models using this unreasonable assumption will show overloading on 15 

west-to-east lines.  16 

Q: HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT PJM MAKES THIS ASSUMPTION? 17 

A: None of the utilities involved publicly acknowledges this assumption and its implications.  18 

The assumption is buried in the technical databases, which are not publicly available.  I reviewed 19 

the databases and I added up the generation, year by year and company by company.  In 20 

responses to Discovery, DVP confirmed my conclusions, as noted above. 21 
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Q: CAN PJM’S ASSUMPTION REGARDING THE AMOUNT AND LOCATION OF 1 

FUTURE GENERATION BE JUSTIFIED? 2 

A: No.  Figure 8 shows that thousands of MW of generation 3 

projects are currently proposed for eastern PJM.  An examination of 4 

the PJM RTEP report on which Figure 8 is based shows that most of 5 

this is gas-fired generation with in-service dates of 2011 or earlier.  6 

And there is more.  Figure 8 does not include many potential 7 

additions in the area, including the following.  See Exhibit HMM-8. 8 

• The 600-MW CPV gas-fired Warren plant is to be built near Meadow Brook by 2010.  9 

The plant reportedly obtained all needed permits and signed an interconnection 10 

agreement with DVP several years ago.  The developers put it on hold temporarily.  11 

However, the developers are on record as having informed DVP and PJM in 2006 that 12 

they have decided to go forward.  This plant is not in any of the databases used or 13 

included in DVP’s application. 14 

• A similar 600 MW gas fired plant in Charles County, MD, near Washington, DC, is to be 15 

built by the same developers for service in 2011.  This unit was announced in July 2007. 16 

• DVP announced three new gas turbines, totaling 510 MW, to be built at the company’s 17 

existing site at Ladysmith, two by 2008 and the third by 2009.  The site already has two 18 

such units and has space for the additional three.  Two of the three units entered the study 19 

queues in October 2006.  While the third was not announced publicly until July 2007, 20 

after DVP filed for the Loudoun line, surely DVP has been studying these units for a long 21 

time and knew they were in the pipeline.   22 
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 Mirant Mid-Atlantic is one of the largest independent power producers in PJM.  It 1 

operates 5,000 MW of capacity in the Washington DC area.  In a June 7, 2007 letter to Steve 2 

Herling, PJM’s Vice President Planning and a DVP witness, Mirant CEO Robert E. Driscoll 3 

discussed the proposed Amos-Kemptown 765-kV line, which parallels the Loudoun line.  He 4 

said that Mirant’s analysis “shows that facility overloads are highly sensitive to . . . [generation] 5 

assumptions used in the model.”  Mirant says that this may amount to “perhaps 2 MW of 6 

transmission flow for every [1] MW of generation.”  Mr. Driscoll goes on to complain that PJM 7 

made independent and far-reaching assumptions about Mirant plants.  Although these comments 8 

addressed the Amos-Kemptown 765-kV line, they apply at least qualitatively to the Loudoun 9 

line, as well.  Mr. Driscoll’s letter is attached as Exhibit HMM-18. 10 

 If in the neighborhood of 3,000 MW (depending on location) of the generation in Figure 11 

8 materializes, not to mention other projects such as the CPV and Ladysmith units, major new 12 

transmission will not be needed in 2011, according to the report of DVP’s consultant KEMA.  13 

The KEMA report (pp. 69-70) says that 3,000 MW of new generation at Loudoun, or dispersed 14 

throughout Northern Virginia, would displace the line.  Moreover, as I explain below, nowhere 15 

does KEMA demonstrate that all of this new generation must be in Northern Virginia.   16 

Q: DOES PJM AGREE THAT THE LOUDOUN LINE WILL RESOLVE THE 17 

OVERLOADS OF THE MT. STORM-DOUBS AND PRUNTYTOWN-MT. STORM 18 

LINES? 19 

A: PJM once agreed, but apparently no longer does.  PJM now says that the Loudoun line is 20 

merely a temporary one-year solution to the overload problems. 21 
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 In July 2006 PJM said that the Mt. Storm-Doubs and Pruntytown-Mt. Storm lines would 1 

overload in 2011 and 2014, respectively, and that the Loudoun line would resolve all overloads 2 

on these and parallel lines in the Allegheny Power South (Allegheny Mountain) path through the 3 

end of the planning horizon, 2021.  Exhibit HMM-2.  PJM’s RTEP report of February 2007 4 

disavows these claims.  Exhibit HMM-8 p. 214.  In May 2007, PJM said that the Mt. Storm-5 

Doubs and Pruntytown-Mt. Storm lines will overload in 2012 and 2015, respectively, even if the 6 

Loudoun line is built.  PJM TEAC Reliability Analysis Update, May 9, 2007,   7 

http://www.pjm.com/committees/teac/downloads/20070509-interconnection-planning-study-8 

update.pdf. 9 

Q: DR. MERRILL, PLEASE NOW ADDRESS THE APPLICANTS’ CLAIM THAT 10 

THE LOUDOUN LINE IS REQUIRED TO ADDRESS A SECOND RELIABILITY 11 

PROBLEM – LOW VOLTAGE NEAR MEADOW BROOK. 12 

A: Voltage in an EHV system may drop below its normal level when a local area draws 13 

power from the grid, especially under certain contingencies.  An excessive drop results in voltage 14 

collapse and a local blackout that may cascade.  At Meadow Brook, the problem is said to occur 15 

under an extreme double contingency involving loss of both of the 500-kV lines feeding into 16 

Meadow Brook substation. 17 

 The low-voltage problem is well understood.  In fact, future low voltage has been 18 

diagnosed in several places in PJM.  In early 2006, PJM studied and recommended installing 19 

dynamic reactive devices (static volt-ampere-reactive (VAR) compensators (SVCs) or similar 20 

devices) at Meadow Brook, Doubs, and two locations in Pennsylvania to solve low-voltage 21 

problems at those locations.  Exhibit HMM-19 (DOM 000218-219).  The last three are now in 22 

PJM’s RTEP as projects scheduled to be carried out.  Despite the fact that PJM has studies using 23 
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such devices at Meadow Brook and elsewhere, an SVC at Meadow Brook has not (to my 1 

knowledge) been considered as a possible solution to low voltage near Meadow Brook.  2 

Q: WOULD AN SVC AT MEADOW BROOK OBVIATE THE LOW-VOLTAGE-3 

BASED JUSTIFICATION FOR THE LOUDOUN LINE? 4 

A: Yes.  SVCs are standard technology devices.  The one needed at Meadow Brook is in the 5 

same size range as the other three mentioned above.  According to PJM, this SVC would cost 6 

about $35 million — considerably less than the $1 billion cost of the Loudoun line.  The SVC 7 

would be installed in the substation.  Its only environmental impact would be a footprint 8 

measured in square feet. 9 

Q: ARE THERE OTHER SOLUTIONS TO LOW VOLTAGE AT MEADOW 10 

BROOK? 11 

A: Yes.  In addition to SVCs and similar devices, power plants are important sources of 12 

VARs and voltage regulation.  The CPV Warren plant that I discussed earlier at essentially zero 13 

cost could provide about a third of the VARs needed to prevent voltage collapse at Meadow 14 

Brook.  A smaller SVC (around 350 MVA) could provide the rest.  With a controllable VAR 15 

source (the Warren plant), the remaining VARs might be provided through switched capacitors, 16 

which are even cheaper than an SVC.   17 

Q: WOULD THE LOUDOUN LINE SOLVE LOW VOLTAGE AT MEADOW 18 

BROOK UNDER THE IDENTIFIED CONTINGENCIES? 19 

A: It might.  Nevertheless, building the Loudoun line to solve the voltage problem at 20 

Meadow Brook is far more expensive and environmentally damaging than the standard methods 21 

I mentioned, which are known to the Applicants and are applied throughout PJM. 22 
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Q: PLEASE DISCUSS THE OVERLOADS OF LOWER-VOLTAGE LINES AND 1 

TRANSFORMERS IN WESTERN VIRGINIA, THAT APPLICANTS ADVANCE AS A 2 

THIRD RELIABILITY PROBLEM REQUIRING THE LOUDOUN LINE. 3 

A: Such problems are everyday fare for planning engineers.  Perhaps the Loudoun line 4 

would solve some of them without further action.  But PJM and its member utilities are expert in 5 

solving these problems at much lower cost, and with much less environmental impact, than by 6 

building a new 500-kV transmission line. 7 

Q: PLEASE DISCUSS THE OVERLOADS AND VOLTAGE PROBLEMS 8 

THROUGHOUT EASTERN PJM IN 2016 THAT THE APPLICANTS POSIT AS A 9 

FOURTH RELIABILITY CONCERN REQUIRING THE LOUDOUN LINE. 10 

A: The applicants’ description of these problems leads me to suspect that their power flow 11 

program would not converge or solve.  This commonly occurs when the generation and demand 12 

are out of balance.  PJM apparently got the program to converge by reducing VAR loads in the 13 

program’s input data for eastern PJM by 1,000 MVAR, proportional to the projected nominal 14 

loads.  Exhibit HMM-20.  This artifice allows the software to function, but does not resolve any 15 

fundamental line overload or voltage problems.   16 

 These fundamental problems are simply further manifestations of the erroneous 17 

underlying assumption that essentially no new generation will be built in eastern PJM.  18 

Generators supply both VARs and MW.  Making reasonable assumptions regarding future 19 

generation would likely resolve all or most of the 2016 problems.  The rest could probably be 20 

fixed with minor projects appropriately located. 21 
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Q: DR. MERRILL, PLEASE PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF SUCH MINOR PROJECTS. 1 

A: Power systems evolve continually.  It would be uneconomical to size all of the 2 

equipment, today, to be adequate through the indefinite future.  Instead, equipment is sized for a 3 

reasonable horizon, and then supplemented or replaced when it becomes necessary.  PJM’s 4 

RTEP is full of such projects.  For example, PJM recently concluded that a request for 1,000 5 

MW of west-to-east firm transmission service from First Energy into PJM could be granted on 6 

“completion of upgrades to the first 1/10th of a mile of the Pruntytown-Mt. Storm 500-kV 7 

circuit.”  See Exhibit HMM-8, p. 65.  Other such projects include replacing or adding 8 

transformers, tapping transmission lines, adding VAR sources, reconfiguring substations, 9 

replacing wave traps and switches, etc.  These projects are legitimate.  Moreover, they are much 10 

cheaper than the 500 kV Loudoun transmission line. 11 

Q: TURNING TO YOUR QUESTION 4, IS IT IMPORTANT THAT THE 12 

TRANSMISSION PLANNING PROCEDURES OF DOMINION, ALLEGHENY, AND 13 

PJM USE INDUSTRY-STANDARD METHODS AND CRITERIA? 14 

A: Yes. 15 

Q: WHY, DR. MERRILL? 16 

A: DVP or PJM methods and criteria that are more stringent or weaker than industry-17 

standards will result in a system that is more expensive (and hence more profitable to the utility) 18 

and more reliable, or alternatively cheaper and less reliable.   19 

 There is a trade off between cost and strictness of criteria.  Adhering to a stricter criterion 20 

requires greater investment.  It will cause greater cost to the ratepayer and will give greater profit 21 

to the utility insofar as rates are set proportional to investment.  We don’t make any system 22 
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100% reliable because it would require infinite cost.  The Applicants understand this concept.  1 

Exhibit HMM-21. 2 

 When an organization adopts a criterion that is more or less strict than the collective 3 

wisdom of the industry, the organization ought to justify it by evaluating the implications, 4 

including the cost-reliability trade off.  I have been unable to find evidence that PJM or DVP 5 

have done so. 6 

 There is also a risk in adopting methods and criteria that are merely different from 7 

industry standard methods and criteria, when it is not demonstrated that they are weaker or 8 

stricter.  To do so may have unintended effects if, in some circumstances, they turn out to be 9 

weaker or stricter than the industry standards. 10 

Q: CONTINUING WITH YOUR QUESTION 4, WHAT IS YOUR 11 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE APPLICANTS’ TESTIMONY ON WHETHER THE 12 

TRANSMISSION PLANNING PROCEDURES OF DOMINION, ALLEGHENY, AND 13 

PJM USE INDUSTRY-STANDARD METHODS AND CRITERIA?  14 

A: The Applicants claim repeatedly that the Loudoun line is needed to avoid violation of 15 

criteria established by the North American Reliability Council.  They contend that these criteria 16 

are industry standard because they were approved by the FERC.   Exhibit HMM-22. 17 

 DVP witness James R. Bailey claims that DVP and PJM found “NERC reliability 18 

violations that will directly impact northern Virginia load areas beginning in Summer 2011” (p. 19 

13) and “Dominion Virginia Power will not be able to meet projected growth in a reliable 20 

manner consistent with NERC Reliability Standards” (p. 17). 21 
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 DVP contractor KEMA purports to have used “national, regional and DVP planning 1 

criteria and standards” in its studies.  KEMA emphasized that “Good utility planning practices 2 

require: 3 

• Using reliable data and assumptions; 4 

• Using industry-standard methods and computer tools; and 5 

• Using accepted national and local reliability criteria.” 6 

Q:  DID THE APPLICANTS USE INDUSTRY-STANDARD METHODS AND 7 

CRITERIA? 8 

A: Only in part.  In at least five significant respects the Applicants deviate from industry-9 

standard methods and criteria. 10 

Q: WHAT IS THE FIRST DEVIATION? 11 

A: PJM’s load deliverability and generation deliverability tests and their application are not 12 

industry-standard criteria or methods.  This is significant because, as I discuss below, four of the 13 

eight deficiencies listed as justification for the Loudoun line on pp. 40-42 of the Appendix to 14 

DVP’s Application involve these non-standard criteria.  The other four involve minor problems 15 

on the lower voltage system.  As I propose to discuss later, these last four are easily resolved 16 

without need for the Loudoun line. 17 

 In assessing the need for transmission reinforcements, and in particular in studies leading 18 

to the recommendation of the Loudoun line, PJM applies load deliverability and generation 19 

deliverability tests.  The failure of these tests seems to imply a need to reinforce the grid.   20 

 In particular, failure of the generation deliverability test, according to PJM, “will result in 21 

denial of full capacity rights for the generator,” creating a desire on the part of generator for the 22 
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network to be reinforced.  Failure of the load deliverability test will lead to such actions as 1 

“enhancement to the transmission system.”  Exhibit HMM-23. 2 

 In discovery, Piedmont asked DVP to identify other industry bodies that use these tests.  3 

PJM responded that the Midwest ISO performs a test “similar to” PJM’s load deliverability test, 4 

but identifies no one else who uses load or generation deliverability tests.  Exhibit HMM-24.   5 

 Neither test is an industry standard method, and Exhibit HMM-24 confirms that DVP 6 

concedes that point.  DVP also concedes that requiring that the system pass the tests is not an 7 

industry-standard criterion.  Exhibit HMM-24.  The tests depend on assumptions, calculations, 8 

and data that have apparently not been justified, made public, or subjected to independent peer 9 

review or regulatory approval.  See Exhibit HMM-25. 10 

Q: WHAT IS THE SECOND DEVIATION FROM INDUSTRY-STANDARD 11 

METHODS AND CRITERIA? 12 

A: DVP seems to confuse the NERC criteria — which are industry-standard — with PJM’s 13 

and DVP’s own criteria, which by DVP’s definition are not industry standard.  See Exhibit 14 

HMM-24.  DVP and PJM criteria are created and applied unilaterally.  While the FERC has 15 

approved NERC’s criteria, to my knowledge no external governmental or industry body has 16 

formally approved PJM’s or DVP’s.  PJM accepts DVP’s insofar as application to DVP is 17 

concerned, but this does not imply an endorsement.  PJM claims that NERC, PJM, and DVP 18 

planning criteria have been accepted by FERC and the Commission but does not demonstrate 19 

this. 20 
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 DVP simply claims that projects which DVP justified using DVP's local criteria have 1 

been approved by the Virginia State Corporate Commission – implying that this means 2 

Commission approval of the criteria.  This logic is flawed; the Commission may have approved 3 

the projects for legitimate reasons independent of the application of DVP’s local criteria. 4 

Q: WHAT IS THE THIRD DEVIATION FROM INDUSTRY-STANDARD 5 

METHODS AND CRITERIA? 6 

A: DVP requires that its system withstand the loss of two generators or of a generator and a 7 

transmission line without loss of demand.  Exhibit HMM-24.  This is more restrictive than 8 

NERC’s criterion, which defines these as Category C events for which planned/controlled loss of 9 

demand is acceptable.   10 

 Note that all eight violations listed on pp. 40-42 of the Appendix to DVP’s Application 11 

are overloads of a line DVP does not own and that does not pass through or terminate in DVP’s 12 

service territory, diagnosed by applying DVP’s private, more stringent, and unapproved criteria.   13 

 DVP appears to claim that the critical loads in Northern Virginia require higher levels of 14 

reliability than loads elsewhere.  Exhibit HMM-21.  But every state has vital loads such as 15 

hospitals, airports, military bases, data centers, etc., requiring higher levels of reliability.   16 

Q: WHAT IS THE FOURTH DEVIATION FROM INDUSTRY-STANDARD 17 

METHODS AND CRITERIA? 18 

A: DVP repeats warnings about “rolling blackouts.”  Rolling blackout is not a technical term 19 

and is not defined.   As used by DVP, it implies unacceptable reliability failures. 20 
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 I assume from the contexts that the term refers to planned/controlled loss of demand, the 1 

NERC term, which, according to NERC criteria, is an acceptable system operator response to 2 

improbable and extreme conditions.  This acceptable response includes controlled interruption of 3 

electric supply to customers (load shedding), planned removal from service of certain generators, 4 

and curtailment of firm (non-recallable reserved) electric power transfers, or a combination of 5 

these, depending on circumstances.  The key words are “controlled” and “planned,” which mean 6 

that service is restored rapidly as soon as necessary adjustments are made.  In uncontrolled 7 

blackouts, by contrast, it may take hours or days to restore service.    8 

 NERC’s criteria implicitly recognize that multiple-contingency events are much less 9 

likely to occur than single contingencies, so there is much less exposure to them.  In addition, the 10 

criteria implicitly recognize that it is much more expensive to build a system to withstand 11 

multiple contingencies than single contingencies.  The industry judges that the additional 12 

reduction in exposure is not worth the additional investment required. 13 

 The Applicants appear to understand this but claim that “TrAILCo and PJM do not 14 

consider [planned/controlled loss of demand] an acceptable result for the vital customer loads in 15 

Virginia.”  Exhibit HMM-21.   16 

 Granted, there are vital customer loads in Virginia.  But, as I noted above, every state has 17 

vital loads such as hospitals, airports, military bases, data centers, etc., requiring higher levels of 18 

reliability.  DVP has not shown that all of the “homes, hospitals, schools and businesses” that 19 

DVP says will be fed from the Loudoun line are in this category.   20 

 In response to Discovery, DVP admitted that “Many, but not all, organizations with 21 

especially critical needs for electric power have made arrangements for alternative sources of 22 

generation including . . . backup power supplies.”  Exhibit HMM-27.  Providing alternative 23 
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sources of generation for critical customers is cheaper than gold-plating the entire region and is 1 

more reliable than relying on remote generators two or three states away. 2 

 In fact, most interruptions of power experienced by customers are due to problems in the 3 

distribution system, which problems the Loudoun line would not address. 4 

Q: WHAT IS THE FIFTH DEVIATION FROM INDUSTRY-STANDARD 5 

METHODS AND CRITERIA? 6 

A: The NERC criteria require that systems be planned such that “the network can be 7 

operated to supply projected customer demands . . . under the contingency conditions as 8 

defined.”  Exhibit HMM-28.  The operative words here are “can be.”  The criteria do not require 9 

that the network withstand the contingencies under all conceivable generation dispatch patterns. 10 

 PJM and the Applicants do not address this fundamental element of the NERC criteria.  11 

They have chosen a base-case dispatch for economic rather than reliability reasons.  This 12 

dispatch creates flows that exceed the west-to-east transfer capability under the NERC n-1 13 

criterion.  By my calculations, changing the dispatch to increase the generation in PJM’s Mid-14 

Atlantic area by 61.9 MW, with a similar decrease in western PJM, would resolve the asserted 15 

NERC criteria violation in 2011.  This is well within the capability even of the unreasonably low 16 

level of eastern generation modeled in the PJM databases.  17 

 In other words, the driver for the Loudoun line is not reliability (violation of the NERC 18 

criteria), but rather economic (the desire to provide coal-fired generation in the west with access 19 

to markets in eastern PJM).  The dispatches in the PJM databases used in the studies done by 20 

PJM and Applicants reflect this objective of the owners of western coal-fired plants. 21 
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Q: WHAT ARE THE PRACTICAL RESULTS OF PJM AND DOMINION FAILING 1 

TO APPLY INDUSTRY-STANDARD METHODS AND CRITERIA? 2 

A: If the local methods and criteria are more stringent than industry-standard, they will lead 3 

to investments that would not be made using standard methods and criteria.  This will lead to 4 

higher rates for the customer and higher profits for the utility. 5 

Q: CAN YOU PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE? 6 

A: Specifically, failure of the generation deliverability test, which is more stringent than the 7 

NERC criteria, “will result in denial of full capacity rights for the generator,” no doubt creating a 8 

desire on the part of the generators affected for the network to be reinforced (at ratepayer 9 

expense).  Failure of the load deliverability test will lead to such actions as “enhancement to the 10 

transmission system.”  Exhibit HMM-23. 11 

 For example, the generation deliverability violations identified for the Mt. Storm-Doubs 12 

500-kV line (Exhibit HMM-29) doubtless created economic incentives for the generators 13 

affected to have the violations removed.  These generators are presumably to the west, and 14 

building the Loudoun line will ostensibly remove the violations.  As I show elsewhere, the 15 

ratepayers will pay for this new line, and the generators will make more money. 16 

 Similarly, the load deliverability violations identified for the Mt. Storm-Doubs 500-kV 17 

line (Exhibit HMM-29) will apparently require network reinforcements (or such other actions as 18 

demand-side management or new generation, which DVP and PJM acknowledge in general but 19 

eschew in this case). 20 
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 DVP and KEMA don’t even apply DVP’s published criteria.  Instead, they apply 1 

something even stricter, making the need for transmission reinforcement seem even more urgent.   2 

Specifically, DVP’s criteria say that in the outage of a generator followed by outage of a line, 3 

other DVP generating sources are to be adjusted to make up the deficiency.  Exhibit HMM-26. 4 

But in studying the outage of Possum Point Unit 5 followed by the outage of various key 5 

transmission lines, DVP and KEMA assume that the lost generation is made up by proportionally 6 

increasing the output of all generators throughout PJM.  Exhibit HMM-20.   7 

 Most of PJM’s generation is west of the critical Mt. Storm-Doubs line.  Most of DVP’s 8 

generation is east of this line.   9 

 If DVP and KEMA followed DVP’s criteria, the outage of Possum Point Unit 5 would be 10 

made up mostly in the east.  As a consequence, the unit outage should have a minor effect on 11 

flows on the Mt. Storm-Doubs line and on the parallel Hatfield-Black Oak-Bedington-Doubs 12 

line.   13 

 Making up the deficiency from PJM as a whole, however, would increase the loading on 14 

west-to-east lines, including the critical Mt. Storm-Doubs and Hatfield-Black Oak-Bedington-15 

Doubs lines, more than would occur if the deficiency were made up from DVP.  This would 16 

make them appear more likely to overload, which in turn would increase the apparent need for 17 

the Loudoun line. 18 
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Q: DR. MERRILL, ARE THE TRANSMISSION PLANNING PROCEDURES OF 1 

DOMINION, ALLEGHENY, AND PJM BASED ON RELIABLE DATA AND 2 

ASSUMPTIONS? 3 

A: No.  DVP’s consultant KEMA correctly represented at page 11 of the KEMA Report that 4 

reliable data and assumptions are required by good utility practice.  The software used in the 5 

power industry today is incredibly powerful.  However, even with the world’s best software, 6 

unreliable data and assumptions produce unreliable results. 7 

Q: WHAT ARE “RELIABLE DATA” AND "RELIABLE ASSUMPTIONS" 8 

ACCORDING TO THE APPLICANTS?   9 

A: DVP told Piedmont in response to Discovery that “Reliable data . . . is validated and 10 

reasonable at the time [it] was developed . . . [it] will have identified sources . . . Reliable 11 

assumptions will be consistent with . . . planning standards and criteria, and planning practices.”  12 

Exhibit HMM-30.   13 

Q: DO YOU AGREE WITH THIS DEFINITION OF RELIABLE DATA? 14 

A: No.  Absent from this definition is the concept that reliable data must be correct.  If the 15 

data and assumptions are wrong, they aren’t reliable regardless of whether they have been agreed 16 

upon, validated or documented.   17 

Q: CAN YOU PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF PJM AND DOMINION USING 18 

UNRELIABLE DATA OR ASSUMPTIONS? 19 

A: I have found instances where PJM and DVP have relied on incorrect data – that is, 20 

unreliable data — usually with serious results — in load forecasts, cost estimates, projections of 21 

new generation, demand-side management, and system studies and conclusions.   22 
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Q: PLEASE DESCRIBE UNRELIABLE LOAD FORECAST DATA YOU FOUND. 1 

A: DVP claims that the Loudoun line is needed because of load growth in Northern Virginia.  2 

However, DVP’s Northern Virginia load forecasts are not reliable.  DVP witnesses presented 3 

two load-growth forecasts for Northern Virginia and a third for DVP as a whole.  None of the 4 

three is reliable.   5 

 The first two were presented by DVP witness Phillip Powell.  He forecasts 244 MW per 6 

year growth in Northern Virginia.  He also says that Northern Virginia’s share of PJM’s 7 

forecasted growth is 131 MW per year.  Both numbers are weather-normalized; they can 8 

legitimately be compared.  But they differ by almost 100%.  Mr. Powell indicates at pages 6-7 9 

that attempts to reconcile them are “under review.”  The two load forecasts use entirely different 10 

methods and assumptions.  If they agreed more or less, one could claim that they mutually 11 

validate each other.  But they don’t.   12 

Q: WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY THEY DON’T VALIDATE EACH 13 

OTHER? 14 

A: For instance, if I step on two scales and one says 180 lbs. and the other says 190 lbs., I 15 

consider them reasonably consistent and believe that my weight is probably about 185 lbs.  But if 16 

one scale says 131 lbs. and the other says 244 lbs., then I know that at least one is broken, but 17 

without other information I don’t know which it is.  Perhaps both are broken.   18 

Q: DR. MERRILL, WHAT IS THE THIRD FORECAST? 19 

A: DVP witness Dr. Frank A. Montforte describes a third forecast.  He divides DVP into 20 

four regions.  None of the regions coincides with Northern Virginia — two or three of them in 21 

part overlap it — so his forecast cannot be compared to the Mr. Powell’s two inconsistent 22 
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forecasts.  He concludes that his work “suggests” that DVP’s forecast is “conservative,” 1 

whatever that means, but he does not provide a forecast of his own for Northern Virginia. 2 

 The fact that the forecasts cannot be compared or produce very different results means 3 

that DVP does not have a reliable Northern Virginia load forecast on which to justify a project 4 

that it claims is needed because of future Northern Virginia load growth. 5 

Q: PLEASE DESCRIBE THE UNRELIABLE COST DATA YOU FOUND, DR. 6 

MERRILL. 7 

A: One example is central to the decision by DVP and PJM to proceed with the Loudoun 8 

line.  An AEP-proposed 765-kV alternative to the Loudoun line was discarded by DVP and PJM 9 

based on a cost estimate that was apparently high by about 100%.  PJM now endorses this 765-10 

kV line, using a much lower cost estimate than that initially used in rejecting the AEP proposal.  11 

If lower costs had been used in 2006, perhaps the Loudoun line would not have been endorsed by 12 

PJM.  But PJM now considers the Loudoun line to be an irrevocable decision since it has already 13 

endorsed it.  Therefore, PJM wants the 765-kV line in addition to the Loudoun line, which it now 14 

finds will be inadequate. 15 

 Had correct cost data been used initially, a very different conclusion could have resulted.  16 

Perhaps we would face one new line instead of two, as the 765-kV alternative has greater 17 

capacity.  Its proposed routing differs from that of the Loudoun line, too.  I emphasize that my 18 

purpose is not to endorse the 765-kV line.  Rather, my point here is to explain that a key decision 19 

to approve and proceed with the Loudoun line was based on fundamentally unreliable cost data.   20 
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Q: DR. MERRILL, TO WHAT UNRELIABLE COST DATA ARE YOU 1 

REFERRING? 2 

A: At page 53 of the Appendix to DVP’s Application, DVP says, “the AEP 765-kV project” 3 

was “ruled out [as an alternative to the Loudoun line] by PJM mainly because of its $3 billion 4 

cost.”  DVP does not define exactly what it means by “the AEP 765-kV project.”  Several 5 

variations have been under study since at least early 2006.   6 

 It may be that “the AEP 765-kV project” referred to was a proposed line from Amos to 7 

Kemptown to Deans, which is much longer and penetrated much further east than the Loudoun 8 

line.  The two are not comparable.   9 

 In response to West Virginia PSC staff questions, PJM witness Scott Gass revealed that a 10 

765-kV Amos-Doubs line was estimated to cost about $1.5 billion.  Exhibit HMM-31.  Results 11 

of PJM analyses provided by Mr. Gass show that this line would provide significantly greater 12 

transfer capability than would the Loudoun line.  Again, I am not endorsing the 765 kV line, 13 

merely noting that the analysis used by Applicants is faulty.   14 

 According to PJM witness Steven R. Herling, the “currently proposed cost” for the 15 

Amos-Kemptown 765-kV project is $1.8 billion.  Exhibit HMM-32.  This is apparently the 16 

project that PJM considers necessary to relieve violations in 2012.   17 

 Clearly $1.5 billion or $1.8 billion is very different from $3 billion.  The $3 billion 18 

estimate, the basis for a key decision to endorse the Loudoun line, was not reliable. 19 

 Meanwhile, the estimated cost of the Loudoun line has gone up from the $850 million 20 

(Appendix to DVP's Application, p. 11) on which the decision to build the line was based.  DVP 21 

said its current “proposed route” is $71 million more expensive than the original route (now 22 

“segment overhead route”) assumed in computing the $850 million cost.  (Appendix to DVP's 23 




